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About This Game

Aztec Tower is a VR bow & arrow game about defending the temple of your people against the spanish conquistadors trying to
take apart your sacred site to enrich themselves on the gold which they're ready to and already killed for. You're the last man
standing of a brave tribe who fought against the invaders for generations. They're about to overrun your temple, but you're

determined to take as many of them with you as you can. The game can be played on the HTC Vive through SteamVR. It should
also run on the Oculus Rift or other VR headsets, but is only tested on the HTC Vive. Also please keep in mind that this game is

not historically accurate nor is it trying to be.

Please note: Some players report an issue where they would spawn facing away from the menu, which can cause problems in a
small playing area or with certain base station setups. I'd be really happy to resolve this issue, however I'm going to be away

from home for another 2-3 months approximately, which means I can look into it earliest around end of July. I'm sorry for the
inconvenience and do hope, that until then the majority of you guys will still be able to enjoy the game.

Textures, models and sounds of other creators were used. Please see ATTRIBUTION.txt in the game files or
https://paulschwoerer.de/en/project/aztec-tower for details.
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Neat defense game for a few bucks!
This game takes the awesome base concept of the archery demo from Valve's The Lab and iterates on it with multiple gates and
lanes as well as ranged gunmen who shoot at the gates to break them.
This is a great demo for people new to the concept of VR, the controls are easy and intuitive, and since it does not involve a lot
of distance to travel you will not have to worry about someone punching your tv out of existence.. Neat defense game for a few
bucks!
This game takes the awesome base concept of the archery demo from Valve's The Lab and iterates on it with multiple gates and
lanes as well as ranged gunmen who shoot at the gates to break them.
This is a great demo for people new to the concept of VR, the controls are easy and intuitive, and since it does not involve a lot
of distance to travel you will not have to worry about someone punching your tv out of existence.
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